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Prepare for further growth
No matter what country or what type of surgery we focus on, the market for
surgical interventions is growing.1 But despite this trend, additional 143 million
procedures are needed each year.2 This calls for smart, affordable solutions.

Strong growth worldwide

Significantly more procedures*
General Surgery3

59
48,3
43,2

Urological Surgery4
28,3
22,3

Orthopedic Surgery5

17,7
14,4

Cardiothoracic Surgery6
Spine Surgery7
Peripheral Vascular Surgery8

* Status March 1st, 2021
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7,6
5,2
4,5
3,7

Number of
procedures
in million

70,5
4.5%

Asia9
Europe10

>2.0%

North America11

1.4%

South America12

2.0%
7.0%

20.0%
27.0%

2022

Annual procedure growth 2017-2022

2017

Share of total procedures in 2017
in respective region

43.0%
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Select smart surgical imaging
Premium capabilities for surgical routine

As the pressures on healthcare providers increase worldwide, doing more with
less has become an all-too-familiar requirement. No wonder that a growing
number of surgeons is asking for more powerful routine imaging systems.
This is why we’ve equipped Cios Select with proven, high-quality image intensifier technology, enhanced by IDEAL dose management, a wireless footswitch,
and advanced cyber security. The result is a system that delivers excellent
images, easy handling, and high system availability.
For you, this means access to excellent support in surgical procedures, efficient
workflows, and high reliability in multidisciplinary use. Clearly a smart choice
for your surgical routine.
Cios Select. Select smart surgical imaging.

Accuracy

Productivity

Reliability
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Cios Select for orthopedic and trauma cases

Accuracy –
Acquire sharp,
balanced images
With the rise of precision medicine, visualization in the OR is
more important than ever. If imaging results suffer from low
visual resolution, or dose issues, this can negatively affect the
surgical outcome.

Proximal radius

Cios Select supports your surgical procedures with sharp,
high-resolution images thanks to smart, automated
algorithms like IDEAL noise reduction, metal correction
and dedicated organ programs.

Proximal tibia
IDEAL dose management
automatically adjusts dose,
brightness, and contrast.
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Courtesy of BG Klinik Ludwigshafen, Germany
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Productivity –
Streamline your workflow
Cumbersome imaging equipment can lead to slower operational flow,
prolonged OR times, dissatisfied staff, and higher costs. Especially in
routine surgery, procedures are expected to be smooth and quick – and
efficiency is key.
Cios Select helps you simplify everyday interventions and reduce training
time. The generous C-arm geometry enables easy system and patient
positioning, while a new wireless footswitch and a clearly designed
control panel support high operational efficiency.

Reliability –
Profit from proven excellence
In daily routine with high patient load, system downtime is a major setback –
and may lead to conflicts in OR scheduling, dissatisfied patients and additional
costs. What’s more, cyber attackers increasingly exploit security gaps to infiltrate
or shut down vulnerable systems.
Cios Select has got you covered: Statistical evaluation of our installed base
showed system availability above 99.8%. In-house endurance tests of 441,000
cycles were passed with ease. For even more peace of mind, Cios Select includes
advanced cyber security to safeguard data and access: from whitelisting to data
encryption, state-of-the-art user management, and more.
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At a glance
Cios Select gives you access to
sharp and balanced images,
productive workflows, and
high system availability.

Proven image intensifier technology
Sharp imaging is enabled by the highresolution X-ray video system with a
1024 x 1024 full-size sensor, and
the 2.5 kW high-frequency generator
with up to 24 mA tube current.

IDEAL (Intelligent Dose Efficiency Algorithm)
For ideally balanced images, intelligent algorithms automatically adjust brightness, dose
and contrast, detect motion, enhance edges,
and reduce metal artifacts.

CARE technology NEW
Helps surgeons consciously apply the right
dose – with the help of exam sets, dose
buttons, dedicated pediatric modes, and a
radiation dose report.
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Compact and lightweight design
With its large immersion depth and
generous free space,* Cios Select supports
excellent patient access and makes it easy
to position and maneuver the system.

One-button-to-image philosophy
To acquire an image, only the X-ray release
button is needed, supported by default system
presets and system automation.

Select smart surgical imaging | Cios Select

High-brightness color monitors
Cios Select comes with two high-brightness
color monitors for live and reference imaging
in great detail.
Wireless footswitch NEW NEW
For waterproof, cableless freedom
in the OR: more flexible positioning of
the footswitch, plus easier cleaning.

Manufacturing excellence
Expert engineering measures up.
Proven system availability of > 99.8%
is one of our outstanding results.**
Cios Select successfully completed
over 441,000 endurance test cycles.

Product safety, cyber security, data privacy NEW
Cios Select comes with advanced features
that ensure a high level of safety for sensitive
patient data and can decrease the success rate
of cyber attacks.

Protection against overheating
Effective heat management and high
heat-storage capacity enables 50 minutes
of uninterrupted fluoroscopy time at 300 W.

* 764 mm immersion depth, 780 mm free space
** Statistical evaluation of our installed base
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On account of certain regional limitations of sales
rights and service availability, we cannot guarantee
that all products included in this brochure are available
throughout the Siemens Healthineers sales organization worldwide.

Siemens Healthineers reserves the right to modify
the design, packaging, specifications, and options
described herein without prior notice. Please contact
your local Siemens Healthineers sales representative
for the most current information.

Availability and packaging may vary by country and is
subject to change without prior notice. Some or all of
the features and products described herein may not be
available in the United States.

Note: Any technical data contained in this
document may vary within defined tolerances.
Original images always lose a certain amount
of detail when reproduced.

The information in this document contains general
technical descriptions of specifications and options as
well as standard and optional features that do not
always have to be present in individual cases.
All rights reserved.
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